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ABSTRACT
Speech perception is that process by.
which humans map acoustic waveforms
onto strings of linguistic symbols. While
accepting many of the premises about the
complexrty of signal-to-symbol mapping
that have been so influential in Liberman
and Mattingly's [9] motor theory of
speech perception, it is argued that there
exrsts an upper limit on that complexity
imposed by perceptual mechanisms that
map acoustic properties directly onto
phonological units [15]. Evidence for this
claim is presented together with its impli-
cations for the nature of cognitive pro-
cesses in speech perception and their rela—
uve automaticity.

1. INTRODUCTION
The terms "automatic" versus "cognitive"
may be seen to relate to a continuum of
computational complexity. Automatic pro-
cesses are likely to be associated with
srmplearchitectures with few free parame-
ters, With a constrained, largely bottom-up
data flow and with an overall "reflex-like"
character. Cognitive processes may have a
complex architecture with many free pa-
rameters, may possess a less constrained,
strongly "top-down" data flow and may
exhibit relatively "intelligent“ behavior.
These concepts are closely related to as-
pgfts of Fodor's modularity hypothesis

Fodor proposes that there exists a highly
flexible central processor representing the
pinnacle of cognition. The central proces-
sor serves as a kind of "executive
Sherlock", brilliantly integrating and eval-
uating information from a variety of
sources. However, Sherlock's data
doesn't come directly from the world at
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large; rather, it is bureaucratically passed
upstream by a set of clever but narrow
minded "forensic specialists", the input
modules, who preprocess raw input in
highly stylized ("work-to-rule") ways.

' Fodor postulates the following sobering,
1f tongue-in-cheek, first law of cognitive
scrence: "The more global (i.e., isotropic)
a cognitive process is, the less anybody
understands it." Isotropic is a term bor-
rowed from the philosophy of science,
meaning "facts relevant to the confirmation
of a scientific hypothesis may be drawn
from anywhere in the field of previously
established truths." In Fodor's scheme,
isotropism is a property only of the central
processor, while input modules are much

more constrained in their operation.
Furthermore, he contends, it is precisely

because they are of limited cognitive
capacitiy that we are able to understand
them at all. Input modules are viewed as
computationally complex but specialized
"cogmtive reflexes" that constitute, in part.
"the means whereby stupid processing
systems manage to behave as though they
were smart ones (p. 81)."

1.1 Motor (Gestural) Theories
Liberman and Mattingly (= "LM" [9])
adopt an overtly modularist perspective
and they martial a wide variety of argu-
ments in support of a special phonetic de-
coder as an input system in the Fodorian
sense. Although their other arguments are
important, I will be concerned only with
the problem of the signal-to-symbol map-
pmg, that is. to listeners' categorization of
speech.

" LM state their main premise as follows!
The first claim [of the motor theory] 15

that the objects of speech perception BIG
the intended phonetic gestures of the

speaker, represented in the brain as invari-

ant motor commands, that call for move—

ments of the articulators through certain

linguistically significant configurations (p.

2)." They continue: "But the relationship
between the gesture and the signal is not
straightforward. The reason is that the

timing of articulatory movements -the pe-
ripheral realizations of the gestures- is not
simply related to the ordering of gestures

that is implied by the strings of symbols in
phonetic transcription (p. 3)." Thus, in

this framework, an articulatory space is

essential in understanding the signal-to-

symbol mapping.

To fix ideas, consider an example from

Cooper et a1. [3] involving classification

of voiceless stop+vowel stimuli. An
approximation of the decision space for

this experiment is given in Fig. 1. It

shows dominant response regions for the

three voiceless stops /p/, N and /k/ for a
stimulus space consisting of a narrow
band noise burst (characteristic of plosive
release) followed by two-formant syn-
thesized vowels. The authors emphasize
that there are no absolutely invariant
properties associated with perception of
the stops, but only fairly complex
relational properties. Such complexity,
they contend, "requires the consonant-
vowel combination as a minimal acoustic
unit (p. 598)." The motor theory claims
such intricate acoustic-to—phonetic patterns
can be understood only by reference to the
Rosetta stone of the underlying gestures.
1.e., in this case, the coarticulation of a
stop with its following vowel.
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Fowler [6] and her colleagues also argue
for the close relation between perception
and articulation, but propose Gibsonian
"direct perception" of the actual
articulatory gestures of the moving vocal
tract. Liberman and Mattingly are highly

skeptical of this possibility, noting that,
e.g., "given the many-to-one relation

between vocal-tract configurations and

acoustic signal, a purely analytic solution

to the problem of recovering movements

from the signal seems to be impossible."
LM believe that it is "phonetic intentions",

rather than actual peripheral events that

count and they advocate analysis-by-

synthesis (=ABS) decoding, whereby the

phonetic module "has merely to determine

which (if any) of a small number of

gestures that might have been initiated at a

particular instant could, in combination

with gestures already in progress, account

for the signal (p. 27)."

Klatt [8] agrees with LM's pessimistic

assessment of the possibility of the recov-

erability of gesture from the acoustic

waveform. But, having actually explored

ABS for automatic speech recognition, he

seems to conclude that it too is com-

putationally intractable. Klatt nonetheless

believes that "[p]roduction and perception

are clearly closely tied in the sense that

perceptual strategies must know a great

deal about production options and their

acoustic manifestations (p.178)." Though

he voices hope for a more scientifically ap-

pealing approach in the future, he suggests

that the most promising way to deal with

context dependency is to pre-comprle

acoustic patterns of words in large net-

works that make no use of traditional

phone-sized units.

The strong motor theory position of LM

is best motivated in the context of a "full

speed ahead and damn the torpedoes"

model of speech production, as stereo-

typed in Hockett's "soft-boiled Easter egg

plus wringer model." As MacNetlage [l2]

points out, this charicature bears a smking

resemblence to actual models of speech

production of the late 60's. MacNerlage's

(and much subsequent) work has shown

this view to be very mistaken. Rather, de-

spite the persistence of residual penpheral

variability, the motor system ts capable of

performing rather remarkable feats in



achieving relatively invariant peripheral
manif' estations of articulatory targets.

1.2 Auditory Theories
As the peripheral configurations associated
with phonetic elements approach invariant
targets. so to do their acoustic conse-
quences. Many researchers believe that
acoustic/auditory properties have a direct
role in defining goals for speech produc-
tion and perception. Blumstein and
Stevens [1] and their colleagues argue for
relatively invariant signal properties that
actually motivate target articulations for
stop consonants. Nearey [18] claims that
acoustic properties of vowels exhibit
demonstrably greater invariance across
speakers than do articulatory manifesta-
tions. Diehl and Kleunder [4] compile ar-
guments for the primacy ofauditory rather
than gestural considerations in speech
perception. Finally, from diverse perspec-
tives, researchers including Martinet,
Lieberman, Lindblom and Ohala have in-
sisted on emphasizing simultaneously ar-
ticulatory and acoustic properties in un- _
derstanding the long-term (diachronic)
properties and even the evolution of lan-
guage capacity.

2. SEGMENTS AS SYMBOLS
Nearey [15] argues that speech production
and perception represent a compromise in
complexity between articulatory and
acoustic patterns. I elaborate here on that
framework from a neo-Sapiiian perspec-
tive. There are (at least) three domains in-
volved in speech, two physical and one
symbolic. The symbolic part consists of
the sequence of language-specific phono-
logical elements. Without loss of general-
ity (we can change our minds later),
assume those symbolic elements are
"phoneme-size” units called segments.
The .two physical domains are the articula-
tory (gestural) and the acoustic (auditory).
Speech production is the mapping from
segments to signals and speech perception
is the opposite (not to say inverse)
mapping.

In strong motor theories (e.g., LM) it is
assumed that a natural invariant relation-
ship exists between gestures and seg-
ments. while the mapping from acoustics
to segments can be arbitrarily complex. In
strong auditory theories, the roles of
acoustics and articulation are reversed. In
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double-strong theories (e.g. Blumstein
and Stevens taken to the extreme), the re-
lationship of both physical domains to
segments is assumed to be natural and in-
variant.

I have long been impressed by the so-
phistication of arguments of the strong
frameworks and of the scholarliness and
sincerity of their proponents. In fact, they
have each convinced me that the others are
wrong. To resolve this, I have adopted a
"symbolic segment model" that is double-
weak (weak motor, weak auditory).
Segments are symbols and are neither ar-
ticulatory nor acoustic in character. There
is no fully natural, simple invariant rela-
tionship between either gesture or signal
and symbol. Left as it stands, this
amounts to a retreat into radical structural-
ist arbitrariness, wherein almost anything
can happen in phonetics. Yet, if the ges-
ture- and/or sound-to—symbol relationship
is tightened up in the extreme, we arrive
back at one of the three strong systems of
the preceding paragraph.

Instead, I assume that the relationships
between gesture segment and signal ap-
proach an "equilibrium of complexity"
[15], a compromise between efficiency in
production and rapid decoding in percep-
tion. Both auditory and articulatory prop-
erties will have a profound long-term in-
fluence on phonological systems.
However, for perception only "the weak-
est form of a motor theory [8] (p. 204)“
holds, which involves merely "what has
been learned about relations between
speech-production capabilities and the re-
sulting acoustic output." Conversely, a
weak form of an "auditory theory of

‚ speech production" also holds: articulatory
targets and perrnissable coarticulation are
constrained by what limited perceptual
structures can readily decode. The kinds
of constraint I have in mind might be for-
mulated as follows: 1) A relatively sim-
ple, but not fully transparent, family of ar-
ticulatory patterns is associated with each
symbol. 2) A relatively simple, but not
fully transparent, family of acoustic pat-
terns is also associated with each symbol.
3) The relevant families of patterns exhibit
moderate within-category variation relat-
able to contextual factors its own phySical
domain (articulatory or auditory).

In Fodorian terms, this is a proposal

about the limits of computational com-

plexity of separate sub-modules for speech

perception and production. Long term

ressures force each to respect the others

limitations, while allowing each to exp10it

the other‘s flexibility. However, the real-

time operation of each is independent of

the other. Each is an encapsulated, rela;

tively "stupid" processor that only ' looks

like it knows about the internal workings

of the other (cf. the discussion of lexrcal

priming in [5]).

Though limitations of arbitriiiness are
imposed by this "symbiosis of encapsu-

lated modules", there is room for much

variety in how different languages ap-

proach their equilibrium of complexity.

This allows for a language—speCific

Sapirian "warping" of the possible pho-

netic space. Explicit modeling of how the

putative perceptual sub-module might im-

plement such a warping can shed light on

the question of its computational complex-

ity.

2.1 Segmental Filter Models
The modeling framework proposed below
is a generalization of the pattern recog-
nition system proposed by Nearey and
Hogan [16] to account for language-
specific warping of the cue-space for
simple experimental situations. In this
"segmental filter" model, speech percep-
tion is assumed to involve an essentially
bottom up, ”reflex-like" mapping between
properties of acoustic waveform and
phonological segments. It is assumed
further that the following limit exists on
this mapping: all the knowledge that the
perceptual system has about the conse-
quences of patterns of production can be
embodied in a set of Gaussian "filters",
one for each phonological segment, tuned

by amastic/auditory properties. (These
models are formally related to Massaro's
FLMP. see [15].)
2.1.1 The NAPP Model
Fig. 2 illustrates the general properties of a
Simplified network of Sapirian segmental
umts. This example is based on the Thai
data of [11, 15, 16]. In panel (a), the out-
put of three VOT-tuned stop filters (for
Idl. It/ and lthl) are shown. These filters
produce output, reflecting the “typical-

ness" of a given stimulus considered as a
member of each category.
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Figure 2. Segmental filters

In categorization, the probability of
chasing a particular response, r, for a par-

ticular stimulus value, 5, is a function of

the relative distance from the “most typical

value” for that category compared to the

sum of the analogous distances from all

three categories. Formally, this process

can be separated into an evaluation func-

tion that determines the “fuzzy typicalness

values” of Fig. 2(a) and a choice function

that converts them into response proba-

bilities. For a version of the “normal a

posteriori probability" or NAPP model

[15, 16], the evaluation function may be

specified as follows:

-.5 [x(s)-m(r)]2 + k(r)

where x(s) is the stimulus value (here,

VOT) for stimulus s, m(r) is the mean

VOT value for response category r

(ranging over Idl. N and Abo. D(r) is the
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standard deviation ofVOT values in cate-
goryrandlc(r) isanormalizingparameter
parameter that can accommodate a Bayes-
ian a priori probability and can absorb a
response bias term in a perceptual model.
The models considered below involve
homogeneous (hornoschedastistic)
Gaussian distributions, where the standard
deviations (and correlations, in the
multivariate case) are equal across all
choice categories. The choice function for
the NAPP model is:

cxv[f(r.s)l
pm) = --------------- . (2)

Z exprfrr'su
l’

where f(5r) represents an evaluation func-
tion defined in (1) and the summation in
the denominator is over all response
categories.'lhe result of the application of
Equations (1) and (2) is shown in panel
(b) of Fig. 2. which constitutes the
response surface of the model and con-
tains all the information about its stimulus-
response mapping. In panel (c), the
stimulus space is divided into three
regions, each labeled with the dominant
response in its range. The boundaries of
such a territorial map or decision space are
determined by the crossover points in the
response surface of neighboring cate-
gories, which are in turn determined by
the crossover points in the evaluation
functions.

2.1.2 Logistic Models
For homogeneous Gaussians, the same
response surface, (and decision space) can
be formed by a set of three linear logistic
functions as illustrated in panel (d) of
Fig. l. The equations for these lines are
specified by:

f(r.S) = b(r) + a(r) X(S). (3)

where b(r) represents a bias term for the
category r, which is independent of the
stimulus value; while a(r) is a “stimulus-
tuned effect." Such linear logistic models
are choice-equivalent to Gaussian filter
models. As discussed in detail in [15],
logistics are readily estimable and can be
generalized to characterize very complex
decrsron spaces and response surfaces in a
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way that can be given interesting phonetic
interpretations.

3.0 SEGMENTS VS. DIPHONES
A key property of segmental filter models
is that they assume that stimulus properties
are mediated in a fundamental way b
phonological units of segment size. It has
been demonstrated recently by Whalen
[21] that response patterns from several
experiments show that pure segmental
models are not adequate to account for
perceptual results. Nearey [15] shows that
while Whalen's claim is true in a strict
sense, only a minor modification of a
"pure segmental" assumptions are
motivated by available data.

Whalen sets out to test a claim by
Mermelstein [l4] conceming the indepen-
dence of categorization of adjacent seg-
ments. Merrnelstein’s experiment involved
simultaneous identification of both vowel
and consonant in synthetic VC syllables
when Fl and vowel duration were varied.
The response categories ranged over the
English words "bed, bet, bad, bat."
Mermelstein’s reults indicated that al-
though vowel duration affected both
vowel responses and consonant re-
sponses, vowel and consonant judgments
were made independently.

In a series of analyses involving ex-
periments with ambiguous VC and CV se-
quences, Whalen finds evidence counter
to Merrnelstein’s claim, showing instead
that the judgment of adjacent segments
shows interdependencies consistent with a
more complex decoding of production ef-
fects, in accord with a motor theoretic in-
terpretation. Whalen's Experiment 3 in-
volves categorization of fricative plus
vowel sequences, spanning the choice set
/si,su,_[1, fu/ .The kind of variation in-
volved is typically described as coarticula-
tory. the most noticeable effect in produc-
tion data being that frication noise for both
fricatives has a lower low-frequency cut-
off before /u/ than before /i/‚ presumably
due to anticipatory coarticulation of lip
rounding.

Based on previous experiments, Whalen
notes that changes in vowel quality from
/1/ to /u/ lead to fewer lf/ and more /s/
responses for a given fricative noise.
Conversely, changing a fricative context
from /s/ to lf/ causes more /1/ and

fewer /u/ responses for vowels in an [i]-

/u/ F2 continuum. In order to evaluate the

‘ utions of physical versustphono-

3:31) context. Whalen's Expenment 3

uses a two-parametethcontrnuum spanning

the four diphone chorces. The parameters

in question are: 1) F2 of a steady state

vowel, ranging from 1386 to 1773 Hz m

four steps; and 2) the frequency of a frica-

tive pole (with a correlated zero located

1000 Hz below the pole) ranging from

2900 to 3100 Hz. .

Roughly speaking, the fricative'pole fre-

quency, Pf, can be consrdered a primary

cue" for the /f—s/ contrast, while F2 15

the primary cue for li-ul. However,

Whalen's experiment shows that the lj'l-

si/ boundary along a Pf continuum

differs from that of lfu—su/ in manner

broadly in accord with production norms.

Three general varieties of effects of

"vocoid" on "contoid"can be distrngmshed

1)The physical value of F2 also directly

affects or acts as a "secondary cue for

lf-sl; 2). The /i-u/ judgment affects the

fricative response independently of the

stimulus or 3) the acoustic properties dr-
rectly affect the consonant and vowel
choice in a manner that cannot be decom-
posed into effects like (1) and (2), so that
a diphone is the smallest phonological unit
that can be thought of as being directly
tuned by acoustic properties. From a mo-
tor theory perspective, the last alternative
represents a model that precompiles con-
textual variation into larger, more nearly
invariant syllabic units.

3.1 Modeling
Nearey [15] presents a series of logistic
analyses of Whalen's data which allow for
the modeling of increasingly complex re-
sponse surfaces using ANOVA-like fac—
toring of terms. Specifically, it allows a
decomposition of stimulus-response rela-
tionships in terms of 1) "stimulus-tuned"
effects which cause changes in response
probabilities as a function of changes in
stimulus properties and 2) bias effects that
are independent of stimulus properties. A
further breakdown is possible in terms of
the "size" of the phonological entity being
consrdered, segments versus diphones.
The factorization is represented by the
terms in Table 1 (see [15]).

Table l. Terms in logistic model.

Abbrev. Term Unit

Bias ects (stimulus-independent):

V efl' bV(v)] Vowel

C bC(c) Consonant

CV bCV(c,v) Drphone

FZ-Tuned ects:
VF wal) F2 Vowel

CF a1C(c) F2 Consonant

CVF alCV(c,v) F2 Diphone

Fricative Pole-tuned efl'ects:

VP a2V(v) Pf Vowel

CP 32C(c) Pf Consonant

CVP a2CV(c,v) Pf Diphone

Various models can be consu'ucted from

these elements, producing decision spaces

of varying complexity. For technical

reasons. all models include the segmental

bias terms V and C. A primary cue model

would include the terms VF (vowel tuned

by F2) and CP (consonant tuned by Pf).

Its decision space is shown m Fig. 3.

Note that the vowel boundary is

independent of the fricative pole (parallel

to the Pf axis) and the consonant boundary

is similarly independent of F2.

E3500; /su/ /si/
‚g .

8 :
ä 3000-
_g j /fu/ lfi/
„E .

2500 I I ' I

750 1250 1750 2250

F2(Hz)

Figure 3. a' ary one model.

A secondary cue model could include the
additional stimulus-tuned terms VP and

CF and could lead to the decision space of

Fig. 4. It remains a pure segmental model

because none of the diphone terms of

Table l are included; that is, although their

cues overlap, the symbolic remain
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segmental. Note that, while in some
sense, this builds in context sensitivity that
seems to have articulatory motivation, it
does so "unintelligently" in that a gen-
eralized acoustic context effect can be di-
rectly incorporated as a (secondary) cue in
the individual consonant filters, inde-
pendent of phonological context, as in
Mermelstein's original suggestion[l4].

Isi/E.

/su/

ä

/fi/

F
ric

at
iv

e
Po

le
(H

z)

ä lfu/
I

750 1250 1750 2250

F2 (Hz)

Figure 4. Pure segmental secondary one
model.

. However, Nearey's analysis indicates,
m accord with Whalen's claim, that no
pure segmental model can adequately
account for Whalen's empirical results.

1; /su/

"’f‘} 350° ' lsi/

E
o .

"ä 3000' /_f1/

ä „ /_[u/

2500 I - r - ‚

750 1250 1750 2250

F2 (Hz)

Figure 5. Hypothetical true diphone model.

On the other hand a true diphone model
including all the terms in Table 1 can
approxrmate more "intelligent" phonologi-
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cal context dependencies, achieving a deci-
sion space as complex as that of Fig. 5.
But Nearey finds that such true diphone
models are too powerful and, instead, an
intermediate class of models, refered to as
"transsegmentally biased segmental mo-
dels" is completely adequate to account for
Whalen's data.Such models can include all
the terms of the secondary cue model plus
the diphone bias terms (CV). However,
the stimulus-tuned diphone terms (CVF,
CVP) are not included. The decision space
for the "best" model in Nearey's analysis
is shown in Fig. 6.Formal properties of
the model require that line segments
separating syllables that share one segment
must be parallel to each other, a restriction
not shared by true diphone models. In
fact, the model finally selected by Nearey

13 ..ä 3500

2: - / s u/

> 3000 "g /f1/
I: l

“‘ /_fu/
25m ' ' ' I ' I

750 1250 1750 2250

F2 (HZ)

Figure 6. Restricted diphone-biased
secondary cue model.

as best supported by the data is slightly
simpler than the most complex possible
biased segmental model, since the
fricative-pole tuned vowel term (VP) is not
included in this model. This is reflected by
the fact that the /si—fi/ and Isu-fu/

boundaries are parallel to the Pf axis in
Fig. 6. Because of formal properties of the
biased segmental models, these restric-
tions on parallelism of lines also would
extend to all other vowel conexts. so that
in a larger experiment, with more vowel

responses, the same slope of the /s—J'/

boundary would be predicted within all
vowel categories. In other words, the
relative efficacy of the two cues (1‘2. P0

in changing /s/ to /f/ would be the

same, independent of the following

vowel.

3.2 Correction for coarticulation
and allophonics

The above results have an interpretation in

terms of a Fodorian "pseudo-smart" (one

that is stupid, but looks smart) processor

for coarticulation effects. Consider the

following: Anticipatory lip-rounding

makes [s] more /B/- like before /UI. while

anticipatory spreading makes /f/ more

/s/ -like before /1/. That is, the vowel

environments tend to produce "weaker

cues" in those environments. But the

diphone biases have the net effect of

favoring the combinations with weakened

contrasts, thus increasing their response

areas. However, although useful, this is

not a truly "intelligent correction", since it

is not cue sensitive, but rather is a global

bias on category pairs. This has implic-

ations for new experiments with more

stimulus dimensions: namely that the

response areas of the favored syllables
would be in-creased along all stimulus

axes vis-a-vis less favored ones, even
those not affected directly by the main
coarticulation effect in production. (So,
/fl/ might "encroach" on Ifr/ along the
F1 axis, even though F1 was not involved
in fricative vowel coarticulation).

In addition to its possible role as a
"coarse correction" for coarticulation,
Nearey notes [15] that many other experi-
ments reported in the literature seem to be
compatible with the restrictions of the bi-
ased segmental model and that there is as
yet no clear experimental evidence to indi-
cate that models as complex as true di-
phone models are ever required. Biased
segment models can be viewed as a multi—
layer system. The first layer comprises a
set of segmental filters wherein all
stimulus tuning takes place, while higher-
level units implement additive, stimulus-
rndependent corrections for (passive) co-
articulation, (preplanned) extrinsic allo-
phony and phonotactic constraints. Such
models also appear adequate to accom-
modate the kinds of "cognitive context
effects" suggested by Ohala [19]. It also
appears that the Ganong effect ([7]; see
[15]) and the role lexical effects play in
Lindblom's hypospeech [10] could be
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handled by lexical bias effects that do not
interfere with the internal operation of the
segmental filters.

4.LEXICAL ACCESS
Could informationally encapsulated seg-
mental filters of the type described above
really serve as the basis for lexical access?
Marslen-Wilson ([13] has divided up the
problem of "projecting sound into mean-
ing" into two largely autonomous compo-
nents: access and integration. Lexical
access is viewed as form-based pro-
cessing, whereby bottom-up phonetic
information interacts with the lexicon to
select a unique lexical item. This lexical
candidate is then presented to a higher
level "content-based" process of
integration, wherein the newest lexical
item is incorporated into the syntactic and
semantic processing of the sentence. From
the point of view of the existence of a sub-
modular language processing system, the
key conclusions are: "First, that sentential

context does not function to override
perceptual hypotheses based on. the

sensory input system. (p 19).” Second,
that top-down effects (e.g., sentential
context) "do not affect the basic perceptual
processing of the sensory input." Some of

the evidence for these conclusions is
considered below.

Important work by Samuel indicates that
there are very strong constraints on how
syntactico-semantic information influences
lower leVel processing. Samuel's work
involves the use of a classical signal de-

tection paradigm to investigate the decom-

position of effects into what he refers to as

perceptual and post—perceptual com-

ponents. Subjects try to detect the differ-

ence between two kinds of distorted natu-

ral speech: one in which a phoneme has

been replaced by noise and one in which

noise has been added to the original

phoneme. In a series of carefully designed

experiments, Samuel varies a number of

characteristics, including the phonetic

nature of the segments distorted, lexical

status (word versus pseudo-word) and

sentential context.

Sentential context is shown to only af-

fect listener's bias toward saying ”add "

(i.e. the phoneme is restored) in appro-

priate contexts, but the discnrmnabthty

measure (1’ is not affected. That is, differ-

ences between "added noise" and



"replaced by noise" stimuli were equally
salient to listeners, regardless of sentential
context. They were simply globally more
likely (biased) to say "restored" to stimuli
in appropriate semantic contexts. How-
ever, in contrast to syntactico-semantic
effects, Samuel's workindicates that
lexical status (being a real word) may
affect lower-level (phone-logical)
processing, since discriminability for real
words was less than for non-words.
However, the work of Samuel and Ressler
[20] confirms the finding (by Nusbaum
and colleagues) that the lowered dis-
eriminability for words is strongly affected
by attentional factors and may result
mainly from subjects‘ inability to focus on
segments within words. While more
research is clearly needed, this result,
coupled with the tractability of Ganong-
effect in synthetic experiments, leaves
open the possibility that an encapsulated
set of segmental filters operating prior to
lexical access.

S EXTENSIONS AND PROBLEMS

While the biased segmental models seem
to be compatible (so far) with a variety of
results from the literature, there are at least
a few cases that their simple linear bound—
aries cannot handle. The facts surrounding
the famous case of place of articulation of
stops appear to require something some-
what more complex. To the best of my
knowledge, the Cooper et al. experiment
represented by Fig. l manifests the most
complex decision space ever found in
phonetic research. The main pattern as
characterized by the authors is roughly as
follows: /t/ dominates when burst fre-
quency is high; Ik/ when its frequency is
slightly above F2; and lp/ otherwise.
While beyond the reach of homogeneous
dispersion Gaussians, this general pattern
can be achieved a Gaussian model which
allows separate covariance matrices for
each group (corresponding to a quadratic
logistic model; cf. Nearey and Shammass
[17] for application of the related quadratic
discriminant analysis to transitions in stop
consonants). Finally, the minor mode of
the lit/ region that occurs when the burst is
Just above the F1 in front vowels may re-
quire an additional wrinkle. Nonetheless,
the general pattern of this decision space
can be generated by segmental filters as
described below: A single bivariate
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Gaussian in F2 and burst frequency is
used to characterize each of the [p] and It!
distributions. However, /k/ requires a
mixture of two bivariate Gaussians: one to
characterize the F2 burst relationship and
the other for F1 and burst. In fact, Fig. 1
was generated analytically in just this way.
Although this pattern is more complex
than those of the simple logistics of the
previous example, it still represents a
relatively elementary problem in pattem
recognition. Note that this does not deny
that aspects of the pattern are motivated in
the long run by articulatory factors, only
that real-time perceptual behavior does not
need to compute articulatory or gestural
properties to decode them. Since this may
be as complex it ever gets, there seems
good reason to continue to explore
segmental filter approaches to speech per-
ceptron.

There is, however, one very large prob-
lem that must be faced squarely in any
such exploration: while the above model
makes inroads on the traditional problem
of invariance, it has ignored the problem
of segmentation. First note that although
the models are segmental at the symbolic
level, they are manifestly not so at the
acoustic level, since pervasive temporal
overlap is allowed in the cue domains of
neighboring segments. Though these
segments are not necessarily phonemes
("major allophones" would do), I propose
that the constraints of the acoustic-to-
segment mapping be modified forms of
Chomsky's conditions on the relation
"systematic phones" to taxonomic pho-
nemes[2]. (i) weak linearity: the centers of
the window of relevance of the acoustic
cues preserves the left-right order of the
strings of segments. (ii) local detenninacy:
such windows are not arbitrarily wide; (iii)
strict bottom-up mapping (replacing biu-
niqueness); (iv) higher-order invariance.

With respect to (iv), given temporal
alignment of the window of relevance (and
cue—extractionl), the claim is that the
patterns are relatively invariant, usually
mapping to simple linear decision spaces.
This, however, is a very large "given."
The plausibility of the scheme presented
above, no matter how successful it may be
for "toy" problems in the phonetics lab,1s
ultimately dependent on the ability to
supply cognitively plausible models of

' al alignment. In this regard, I think we

lsritgvne much to learn from the computational

methods of time alignment being devel-

oped in the speech recognition

community.
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